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About This Content

This newly unearthed footage exposes further secrets from the dark past of the Baker family.

- Nightmare: Trapped in a basement full of unknown horrors, you must fight for your life.
- Bedroom: Tied to a bed, you must try to escape while avoiding Mother's watchful gaze. Includes the highly difficult extra

bonus content Ethan Must Die.
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It's entertaining, but not worth $10.

Wait until it's on sale.. Three gameplays in one DLC, awesome! But most of them are short. 9.5\/10. This DLC is really worth it.
Bedroom is AWESOME and Nightmare is a really cool survival horde mode that doesn't exxagerate and has cool mechanics.
Ethan must Die is a bit lazy I think and not worth it. Only a tiny fraction of the community will find this mode interesting.
. Of course you're going to buy the DLC to get everything resident evil 7 has to offer. Both are fun in a twisted way. With no
saves, thinking of constant strategies to win. This is the easiest of all of the current DLC's.. This DLC polarises me. It's basically
a selection of 2 minigames, nightmare is fun and has *some* replay value but bedroom is just a one trick pony, you can only
really play it once and that's it, nothing really gets randomized or changed up.
Not really worth the money.. Resident Evil 7\u2019s Banned Footage Volume 1 is a great DLC of extra content added onto the
game. Mainly focusing on gameplay and fun arcade like categories more so than story is what you\u2019re going to be getting
here. The DLC itself is split into 3 sections. First is \u201cNightmare\u201d which throws you into the basement of the Baker
house and forces you to survive against the Molded until 6 AM. Doing so with upgrades you earn with points to buy guns,
ammo, health, upgrades, etc. Second is \u201cBedroom\u201d which is essentially just a huge puzzle to try and escape one
room. Third is \u201cEthan Must Die\u201d which is a super hard perma death mini-game focusing on going through the Baker
house again trying not to die and complete the Marguerite boss fight with randomised weapons. All in the end these 3 categories
are really great and loads of fun adding so much extra content and hours of fun.

+Nightmare is a fun way to just keep shooting these molded \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665s
+Nightmare has a harder difficulty which is interesting to try out
+Each time you buy something in Nightmare it gets slightly more expensive making it more intense
+Somewhat of boss fights at the end of each hour for Nightmare.
+In the end Nightmare rewards the player with a total score which can be used to unlock new weapons or starting points. (Get
1Mil points total to unlock infinite ammo)
+Bedroom is about an hour long puzzle to escape a single room. Trust me it\u2019s somewhat complicated or at least for me I
had to look up solutions so many times.
+Bedroom has dialogue options
+Ethan Must Die isn\u2019t that challenging if you get to know the pattern of enemy and crate spawns
+Upon dying in Ethan Must Die you drop a grave which can be destroyed in the next life to obtain one random item from your
last life
+Ethan Must Die is very rewarding upon completion
+Traps in Nightmare that you can buy and upgrade

-I won\u2019t lie it seems super far out of the reach to actually get the 1Mil points for infinite ammo in Nightmare. I beat
Nightmare about 3 times and didn\u2019t even have 500k yet. Just saying you\u2019re going to have to play a lot to earn it.
-Many of the DLC\u2019s intro story is cut and put into the loading screen
-Bedroom ends abruptly

In the end Banned Footage Vol. 1 is a great set of 3 mini-game like additions to the game. So if you like gameplay more than
story definitely go here. Nightmare is a fun progesionaly FPS intensity mini-game with great rewards and replay value. Bedroom
is a good one and done challenge. Finally Ethan Must Die will definitely take up most of your time as you\u2019ll be dying over
and over again but can be fun in retrospect.. Bought both volumes of the banned footage in one go. It's saying I need to
download steam. However, this review should be proof enough that I have Steam installed on my computer. I bought the
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing DLC via Steam. Such a pain in the\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 Sitting here trying to
figure out how to get this\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665to work.. Nightmare for me is the gold ticket from this
package it's really cool, wish to see more of this in the future!. Pointless mini game content, not very fun
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I recommend it because the Bedroom escape room is pretty good, and Nightmare aint bad (its a pretty standard survival type
gamemode).

But seriously, Ethan must die should just be called "F**k you" Because it provdes very little decent gameplay and its simply a
mode where you pray to RNGesus while getting 1 hit killed half the time.
Sure, if you like obscenely tough, RNG based gameplay where actual skill is secondary to pure luck, then be my guest. But its
not a good gamemode.. More of what makes the base game great. Nightmare mode is just the kick this game needed to get me
to keep playing it. It's like the mercenaries mode from RE4 and 5 in some ways and I hope they add onto it in the future with
more maps etc. Bedroom is a great puzzle room game that was a lot of fun but lacks replay value once you know the puzzles.
Still fun though. Ethan Must Die is stupid hard.. The Mini games is exactly what i need to keep me busy after beating the game
like 4 times in a row.. I thought the explosive boxes were \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t until I figured out
how to sort them from the safe ones, so now this DLC is 100% worth the money.. Plenty of fun and replay value..
DOPE\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665SWAG. Sooooo fun
Nightmare reminds me of Nazi Zombies and is fun to reply due to the fact you unlock more from getting points
The Bedroom is an awesome puzzle and so tense
Ethan Must Die is a really fun game mode, so much replayability. Just gotta be careful

Buy this for a good time. The bedroom is the only one worth playing in my opinion. The other things don't even feel like part of
a Resident Evil.
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